CLST8R

Star Shaped Comfortlite™

Blue glow

Useful in nurseries, hallways and other dark areas. The Comfortlite™ design produces a soft glow from an extra long life LED light. Simple to use, just plug it in and switch on.

Product information:

Voltage Rating: 23-240VAC
Current: 2mA

Barcodes:

APN/EAN: 9318054996691
TUN INNER: 59318054996696
TUN OUTER: 19318054996698

Features:

- Extra long life LED
- Soft blue glow
- Simple operation

More products in this series:

CLH8RT:
Heartshaped pink Comfortlite with long life LED light.

PT999L:
Automatic colour changing night light oscillates between several colours automatically. Automatically switch on in low light.